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MAURIZIO DONZELLI 

immaginàle 
 

All we need to do sometimes is shift the stress… 

 

Imagine that the title of a story, of a press release, of a fairy tale is “immaginàle” (imaginal in English), with the stress on the 

third syllable. 

Imagine now that another narrative is entitled “immàginale” (imagine them in English), with the stress shifting to the second 

syllable. 

 

The former, immaginàle, relates directly to an image, it could be defined as: “evoking images” or “laden with images”. 

Surely, a single word, not exactly a common one at that, indeed truly unusual, placed right in the middle of a blank page, 

suggests that the author (just like the writer of this arts feature) may want to show off their erudition as well as their familiarity 

with the difficulties of writing (and, of course, of reading). 

Actually, it is not on to throw a word like this in your face, more or less like Latin exceptions or the Greek hapax legomena, 

words very rarely used (or used just once in the whole history of literature).  

 

In secondary school, we used to spend hours on end studying Latin questions that we would never come across again in 

our listless students' careers.  

A bit like what happened with French or English, with all the potential exceptions of their verb systems that -luckily- we 

would never use again.  

Then, when ordering a drink in the pub, of course we wouldn't know what to say or how to say it.  

 

In contrast, the imperative of the latter, immàginale, affords no way out, forcing or strongly encouraging us to set our creative 

imagination in motion, to close our eyes and think of an alternative, imagined reality. (“Imma” in the Sufi culture means 

seeing through the heart). 

Imagination means continuous birth, therefore the rebirth of images. 

A bit like Ian Wilson explaining his work: open and not closed to sensory experiences, which allow you to attain 

enlightenment while walking in the forest, through the fields or in a museum in front of a painting. Or else the root of Robert 

Barry's work, a very limited selection of words that open and do not close, pointing to distant and all-encompassing horizons 

and not to the palpable reality, the relentless evidence of an object. 

 

This learned dissertation concerns the title and not the content of the exhibition or of the works, pseudo-paintings created 

by cooling the original oil paintings through the technical intermediation of photography.   

The artist paints large surfaces with gold, black and various gradations of gray; the effect is a decoration where the 

brushstroke traces continuous curves that tend to occupy the entire background of the canvas. Gold and black are 

somewhat antithetical, gold is light, black is darkness. 

From one day to the next, from life to death, from alpha to omega, from yin to yang, endlessly.  
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